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1. Introduction 
 
Geothermal Exploration Licences numbered 170, 171, 172, 173 and 184 (“the 
GELs”) are situated in the South Australian sector of the onshore Otway Basin.  
The first year of the licence covers the period 22 November 2004 to 21 
November 2005. 
 
This report outlines the work performed by Scopenergy during the first year of the 
licence in accordance with Section 33 of the Petroleum Regulations 2000 (SA). 
 

2. Permit summary 
 
Scopenergy holds 100% of the GELs listed above.  The combined agreed work 
commitments for the GELs are shown below: 
 

Year of 
Term of 
Licence Minimum Work Requirements 

One • Review of open file geological and geophysical data. 

Two 
• 3D modelling of geological and heat resources, including detailed 3D lithology. 
• Conceptual development planning, engineering and commercial scoping study. 
• Measure detailed geothermal gradients in any accessible water wells.  

Three • Reprocess available seismic data for detailed resolution of target areas; and/or 
• Conduct geophysical surveying. 

Four 
• Drill narrow diameter holes to an aggregate of at least 3000 metres and measure 

detailed geothermal gradients. 
• Conduct 100km2 3D Seismic Survey. 

Five 

• Drill and complete 3 geothermal wells. 
• Log sedimentary remaining sequence. 
• Measure detailed temperature gradient. 
• Measure reservoir temperature. 
• Analysis of reservoir properties. 
• Analysis of reservoir fracturing. 
• Conduct production testing. 

 

3. Exploration activity 
 
Scopenergy conducted no regulated activities under the GELs during Year One 
of the term of the licences. 
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The following work was undertaken during the year to fulfil the Year One Work 
Requirements. 
 

(1) Development of 3D model of the Basin 
A 3D model of the structure of the target area of the Otway Basin (“Basin”) was 
developed utilising 1,460 line kilometres of 2D seismic sourced from Geoscience 
Australia.  The lines were re-interpreted and used to develop 3D surfaces of the 
tops of the major geological units in the Basin including basement and a map of 
the major faults and related structures in the Basin. 

(2) Heat flow and temperature study 
A heat flow and temperature study was completed based on temperature 
measurements from 45 wells in the Basin.  19 of the measurements were taken 
from the well completion reports of petroleum wells in the Otway Basin and the 
remaining 26 were taken from water monitoring bores logged by Dr Graeme 
Beardsmore of Monash University.  This data was used in conjunction with 
laboratory measurements taken on 30 rock samples sourced from the PIRSA 
core library in Adelaide and the 3D model of the basin to estimate reservoir 
temperatures at depth in the basin. 

(3) Reservoir volume estimation 
Using the heat flow study and the 3D model of the basin, estimates of the volume 
of reservoir formation at a temperature sufficient for geothermal production were 
developed for each of the target sub-basins in the Basin. 

(4) Reservoir flow modelling 
A fractured reservoir model of part of the Basin was developed based on a stress 
model of the Basin built using the interpreted fault and structure map and the 
local stress environment.  The reservoir model was used to simulate fluid flow 
through the predicted fractured reservoir. 

(5) Well production rate study 
Based on log data from the nearby and analogous Katnook wells predictions of 
expected well flow rates were made using both downhole pumps and self flowing 
wells.  These predicted well flow rates, combined with the temperature estimates, 
enabled the estimation of projected geothermal power production per well in the 
target area. 

(6) Potential generating capacity study 
Combining the work undertaken in the temperature and heat flow study and the 
reservoir engineering studies, a Potential Generating Capacity study was 
undertaken.  The study estimated the gross potential capacity of the area to 
generate geothermal power. 
 
Additional work completed towards future year’s requirements is shown below: 
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(1) Application for and approval to drill slimhole wells 
Scopenergy applied for and was granted approval to drill the Otway Basin 
Slimhole Drilling Program during the year.  The rig moved on site subsequent to 
completion of the year and commenced drilling. 

(2) Application to undertake 100 km2 3D seismic survey 
Scopenergy applied for approval to undertake a 100km2 3D seismic survey 
during the year.  Subsequent to end of the year approval was granted for the 
Tantanoola 3D Seismic Survey Programme.  Line survey and line clearing is due 
to commence in March 2006. 

4. Planned exploration program for Year Two 
Scopenergy expects the following work to be undertaken during Year Two if the 
term of the licence: 

(1) Slimhole drilling 
A total 2,800 metres of slimhole drilling is expected to be completed in Q1 2006.   

(2) Seismic survey 
Acquisition of 100km2 of 3D seismic survey is expected to be complete during 
Q2 2006. 

(3) Airborne geophysics 
Scopenergy expects that acquisition of approximately 10,000 line kilometres of 
airborne geophysics will occur in Q2 2006. 
 

5. Compliance with the Petroleum Act (2000) 

(1) Regulated activities 
No regulated activities were undertaken by Scopenergy in the GELs during Year 
One of the term of the licence. 

(2) Compliance 
No instances of non-compliance with obligations imposed by the Act occurred 
during Year One. 

(3) Management system audits 
No management system audits were undertaken during Year One. 

(4) Relevant reports and data 
Most of the work conducted during year one was based on open file data 
compiled by Scopenergy.  Reports generated by Scopenergy under the Act and 
submitted to PIRSA are show below: 
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Title Date submitted to 
PIRSA 

Thermal Conductivity of Otway Basin Core Samples, 
report on core inspection #2380 

30 November 2004 

Temperature Measurements in Boreholes in Southeast 
South Australia 

1 June 2005 

 

(5) Reportable incidents 
No reportable incidents occurred during Year One. 

(6) Foreseeable threats 
No threats to activities under the licences have been identified. 
 

6. Statement of expenditure 
 
A table showing expenditure for Year One of the term of the licences is attached 
(commercial-in-confidence). 




